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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we define the rough neutrosophic relation of two universe sets 

and study the algebraic properties of two rough neutrosophic relations that 

are interesting in the theory of rough sets.  Finally, we present the similarity 

rough neutrosophic relation with an example. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

                  Rough set theory [12] proposed by Pawlak in about 1980s, is used to handle the 

redundancies, uncertainties and incorrectness in data mining, as design databases [7] or information 

systems [8]. This theory has been well developed in both theories and applications. Along with the 

study of the individual properties of rough set theory, the rough set theory in combination with 

neutrosophic set theory [18] also gains great interest of researchers and becomes a useful tool in 

exploring the feature selection, the clustering, the control problem, etc. The combination of fuzzy 

sets and rough sets lead to two concepts [17]: rough fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets. Rough fuzzy 

sets [6, 15, 17, 18 ] are the fuzzy sets approximated in the crisp approximation spaces and fuzzy 

rough sets [8] are the crisp sets approximated in the fuzzy approximation spaces. One of the 

interesting generalizations of the theory of fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets is the theory of 

neutrosophic sets introduced by F. Smarandache [13], [14].  

                     Neutrosophic sets described by three functions: a membership function indeterminacy 

function and a non-membership function that are independently related. The theory of neutrosophic 

set have achieved great success in various areas such as medical diagnosis [1], database [5], [6], 

topology [3, 9], image processing [10], [11], [19], and decision making problem [17]. While the 

neutrosophic set is a powerful tool to deal with indeterminate and inconsistent data, the theory of 

rough sets is a powerful mathematical tool to deal with incompleteness. Neutrosophic sets and 

rough sets are two different topics, none conflicts the other.  While the neutrosophic set is a 

powerful tool to deal with indeterminate and inconsistent data, the theory of rough sets is a 

powerful mathematical tool to deal with incompleteness. By combining the Neutrosophic sets and 

rough sets  the rough sets in neutrosophic approximation space [2]  and  Neutrosophic neutrosophic 

rough sets [4] were introduced. The main objective of this study is to introduce a new hybrid 
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intelligent structure called rough neutrosophic relations on the Cartesian product of two universe 

sets, and subsequently their properties are examined. The significance of introducing hybrid set 

structures is that the computational techniques based on any one of these structures alone will not 

always yield the best results but a fusion of two or more of them can often give better results. 

                     The remaining parts of this paper are organized as following: rough neutrosophic sets are 

re-introduced. After studying the rough neutrosophic relation and its properties composition of two 

rough neutrosophic relation and inverse rough neutrosophic relation are presented and at last the 

reflexive, symmetric, transitive rough neutrosophic relations are studied. Finally, we propose the 

similarity rough neutrosophic relation. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1[13] A   neutrosophic set A on the universe of discourse X is defined as A = 

 𝑥,𝑇𝐴 𝑥 , 𝐼𝐴 𝑥 ,𝐹𝐴 𝑥  , 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 , Where  𝑇, 𝐼,𝐹:𝑋 →]-0,1+[  and
  3)()()(0 xFxIxT AAA . 

Definition 2.2:[12]  Let U be any non empty set. Suppose R is an equivalence relation over U. For any 

non null subset X of U, the sets 

A1(X) = {x: [x]R  X} 

A2(X) = {x: [x]R  X≠ ∅} 

are called lower approximation and upper approximation respectively of X and the pair  

S= (U, R) is called approximation space. The equivalence relation R is called indiscernibility relation. 

The pair A(X) = (A1(X), A2(X)) is called the rough set of X in S. Here [x]R denotes the equivalence class 

of R containing x 

Definition 2.3[4]:  Let U be a non-null set and R be an equivalence relation on U. Let A be a 

neutrosophic set in U with the truth value )(xTA
, indeterminate value )(xIA

and false value )(xFA

. The lower and the upper approximations of A in the approximation (U, R) denoted by )(AR and 

)(AR are respectively defined as follows: 

},][/)(),(),(,{)(
)()()(

UxxyxFxIxTxAR RARARAR
  

)(AR = },][/)(),(),(,{ )()()( UxxyxFxIxTx RARARAR   

where : 

)()( xT AR =  y[x]R  TA(y), )(, )( xI AR   = y[x]R  IA(y), )()( xF AR ⋁ y[x]R FA(y) 

)(
)(

xT
AR

= ⋁ y[x]R  TA(y) )(,
)(

xI
AR

=⋁ y[x]R IA(y), )(
)(

xF
AR

 = y[x]R FA(y) 

 

So  3)()()(0
)()()(

 xFxIxT
ARARAR

and 3)()()(,0 )()()(  xFxIxT ARARAR  and  

)(),(),(,
)()()(

xFxIxT
ARARAR

) )(),(),(, )()()( xFxIxT ARARAR : A[0,1] 

Where “⋁ “and “⋀ “ mean “max” and “min “ operators respectively, , and are the truth, 

indeterminacy and false values of y with respect to A. It is easy to see that )(AR and )(AR are two 

neutrosophic sets in U ,thus NS mapping. 

)(AR and )(AR : AN  AN are, respectively, referred to as the lower and upper rough NS 

approximation operators, and the pair )(AR and )(AR is called the rough neutrosophic set 

in (U, R). 

From the above definition, we can see that )(AR and )(AR have constant membership on 

the equivalence classes of U.  
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3.  NEUTROSOPHIC ROUGH SETS REDEFINED 

Definition 3.1:  Let U be a non-empty set of objects, R  is an equivalence relation on U . Then the 

space ),( RU  is called an approximation space. Let X  be a neutrosophic set on U . We define the 

lower approximation  and upper approximation of X , respectively, 

,1))(( XRTY ,0))((  XRUTY 1))()((0  XRXRTY  

,1))(( XRIY  ,0))((  XRUIY 1))()((0  XRXRIY  

,0))(( XRFY ,1))((  XRUFY 1))()((0  XRXRFY . 

The neutrosophic set X is called a rough neutrosophic set if  (X)Boundry  .  

Definition 3.2: Let  YX ,  be two rough neutrosophic sets then the Cartesian  product of X and Y is 

defined as 

},,:)},{( VyUxyxYX  where 

)},(),(min{),( yTxTyxT yXYX  )}(),(min{),( yIxIyxI yXYX   and 

)}(),(max{),( yFxFyxF yXYX   
Definition 3.3:  Let YX  be the rough neutrosophic sets on VU ,   respectively. We call VUR 

is a neutrosophic rough  relation on based on VU   if it satisfy YX   

1. 1),( yxTY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  where )()( YRvXRYX U  , 

 0),( yxTY , for  all ,),( YXyx  where )()( YRXRYX VU  , 

1),(0  yxTY , for  all YXYXyx ),( . 

2. 1),( yxIY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  where )()( YRvXRYX U  , 

 0),( yxIY , for  all ,),( YXyx  where )()( YRXRYX VU  , 

1),(0  yxIY , for  all YXYXyx ),( . 

3. 0),( yxFY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  where )()( YRvXRYX U  , 

 1),( yxFY , for  all ,),( YXyx  where )()( YRXRYX VU  , 

1),(0  yxFY , for  all YXYXyx ),( . 

The conditions (1), (2) show that YX  is a rough neutrosophic set on VU  .    

Definition 3.4: let R  be a rough neutrosophic set on VU   based on YX  .  For any real numbers 

cut ,,  of relation R is defined as: 













),(0),(

),(1),(

yxRyxR

yxRyxR
,    













),(0),(

),(1),(

yxRyxR

yxRyxR
,  













),(1),(

),(0),(

yxRyxR

yxRyxR
. 

Example 3.6: Let }4,3,2,1{U  and }10,9,8,7,16{V be two universal sets and 

)}2(mod if }:),{( yxyxRyxR UU   and )}3(mod if }:),{( tzyxRyxR VV  ,  are equivalent 

relations on respectively.  

4

)3.0,7.0,8.0(

3

)0,1,1(

2

)3.0,4.0,5.0(

1

)0,1,1(
X  

10

)0,1,1(

9

)8..0,6.0,7.0(

8

)0,1,1(

7

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

6

)1.0,3.0,4.0(
Y  
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are rough neutrosophic sets on VU , respectively. 

4

)3.0,4.0,5.0(

3

)0,1,1(

2

)3.0,4.0,5.0(

1

)0,1,1(
XRU  

10

)0,1,1(

9

)1.0,6.0,7.0(

8

)0,1,1(

7

)0,1,1(

6

)1.0,6.0,7.0(
YRV  

And  

4

)3.0,7.0,8.0(

3

)0,1,1(

2

)3.0,7.0,8.0(

1

)0,1,1(
)( XRU  

10

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

9

)8.0,3.0,4.0(

8

)0,1,1(

7

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

6

)8.0,3.0,4.0(
)( YRV . 

Here we can define a rough neutrosophic relation R  by a matrix: 

M(R) =



















)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()0,1,1()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0(

)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()0,1,1()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0(

 

5.0R =   



















)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)0,1,1()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1()1,0,0(

)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()1,0,0(

 

Proposition 3.7: Let 21, RR be two rough neutrosophic  relations on VU   based on YX  . Then 

21 RR  where  

)},(),,(min{),(
2121

yxTyxTyxT RRRR  ,  )},(),,(min{),(
2121

yxIyxIyxI RRRR  ,  

)},(),,(max{),(
2121

yxFyxFyxF RRRR   for all VUyx ),(  ,is a rough neutrosophic set on 

VU   based on YX  .   

Proof: 

We show 21 RR   that satisfy definition 2.4 

1. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1)},(),,(min{0
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(0
2121

  yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 

2. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 
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Since, 1)},(),,(min{0
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min),(0
2121

  yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 

3. Since, 0),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1)},(),,(min{0
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(0
2121

  yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 

Proposition 3.8: Let 21, RR be two rough neutrosophic   relations on VU   based on YX  . 

Then 21 RR  where  

)},(),,(max{),(
2121

yxTyxTyxT RRRR  ,  )},(),,(max{),(
2121

yxIyxIyxI RRRR  ,  

)},(),,(min{),(
2121

yxFyxFyxF RRRR   for all VUyx ),(  is a rough neutrosophic set on 

VU   based on YX  .   

We show 21 RR   is satisfied in Definition 3.4 indeed: 

1. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1)},(),,(max{0
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(max{),(0
2121

  yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 

2. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1)},(),,(max{0
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(max{),(0
2121

  yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 

3. Since, 0),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

0)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1)},(),,(max{0
21

 yxFyxF RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1)},(),,(max{),(0
2121

  yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXYXyx ),( . 
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Lemma  3.9: If 1,0  ba  then  

i) 10  ab  (obvious)  

       ii) 10  abba  

Indeed, since 1,0  ba  then 

022  abababba , 

 therefore 00  abba . 

 On the other hand 0)1)(1()(1  baabba  

 then 1 abba . 

The following properties of rough neutrosophic relations are obtained by using these algebraic 

results: 

Proposition 3.10: Let 21, RR be two rough neutrosophic   relations on VU   based on YX  . 

Then 21 RR  where  

),(),(),(
2121

yxTyxTyxT RRRR  ,  ),(),(),(
2121

yxIyxIyxI RRRR  ,  

),(),(),(
2121

yxFyxFyxF RRRR   for all VUyx ),(  is a rough neutrosophic set on VU   

based on YX  .   

Proof. The relation 21 RR  is satisfied in Definition 2.4. 

1. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(
2121

 yxTyxTyxT RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(0
2121

  yxTyxTyxT RRRR
for all YXYXyx ),( . 

(by Lemma 3.9-(i)) 

2. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(
2121

 yxIyxIyxI RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(0
2121

  yxIyxIyxI RRRR
for all YXYXyx ),( . 

(by Lemma 3.9-(i)) 

3. Since, 0),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(
2121

 yxFyxFyxF RRRR for all YXVUyx ),( . 
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Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxFyxF RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(0
2121

  yxFyxFyxF RRRR
for all YXYXyx ),( . 

      (by Lemma 3.9-(i)) 

Proposition 3.11: Let 21, RR be two rough neutrosophic   relations on VU   based on YX  . 

Then 21 RR  where  

),(),(),(),(),(
212121

yxTyxTyxTyxTyxT RRRRRR  ,  

 ),(),(),(),(),(
212121

yxIyxIyxIyxIyxI RRRRRR  ,   

),(),(),(),(),(
212121

yxFyxFyxFyxFyxF RRRRRR    

for all VUyx ),(  is a rough neutrosophic set on VU   based on YX  .   

Proof. 

The relation 21 RR  is satisfied in Definition 2.4. 

1. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxTyxTyxTyxTyxT RRRRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxTyxTyxTyxTyxT RRRRRR for all 

YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxTyxT RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(0
212121

  yxTyxTyxTyxTyxT RRRRRR for all 

YXYXyx ),( .(by Lemma 2.9-(ii)) 

2. Since, 1),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxIyxIyxIyxIyxI RRRRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 0),(),(
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxIyxIyxIyxIyxI RRRRRR for all 

YXVUyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxIyxI RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(0
212121

  yxIyxIyxIyxIyxI RRRRRR for all 

YXYXyx ),( .(by Lemma 2.9-(ii)) 

3. Since, 0),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXyx ),( ,  then 

0),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxFyxFyxFyxFyxF RRRRRR for all YXyx ),( . 

Since, 1),(),(  yxFyxF YY , for  all YXVUyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 yxFyxFyxFyxFyxF RRRRRR for all 

YXVUyx ),( . 
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Since, 1),(),,(0
21

 yxFyxF RR , for  all YXYXyx ),( ,  then 

1),(),(),(),(),(0
212121

  yxFyxFyxFyxFyxF RRRRRR for all 

YXYXyx ),( .      (by Lemma 2.9-(ii)). 

4. COMPOSITION OF TWO ROUGH NEUTROSOPHIC RELATIONS  

Let ),,( WVU be the universal sets. 21, RR  are two rough neutrosophic relations on WVVU  ,

based on ZYYX  ,  respectively. 

Definition 4.1: Composition of two rough neutrosophic relations 21, RR  denote 21 RR o  which 

defined on WU  based on ZX   where 

)]},(),,({min[max),(
2121

zyTyxTyxT RRVyRR o ,   

)]},(),,({min[max),(
2121

zyIyxIyxI RRVyRR o ,   

)]},(),,({max[min),(
2121

zyFyxFyxF RRVyRR o . 

 for all WUzx ),( . 

Proposition 4.2:  is a rough neutrosophic relation which defined on WU  based on 

ZX  . 

Proof. 

1.  Since 21, RR  are two rough neutrosophic relations on WVVU  , based on 

ZYYX  ,  respectively. Then 1),(),,(
21

yxTyxT RR , for  all YXyx ),( ,  and 

ZYzy ),( .  We denote 

)]},(),,([{minmax),(
2121 ),( zyTyxTyxT RRZXzxVyRR o  = 

)]},(),,([{minmax)]},(),,([{minmax
2121 ),(),( zyTyxTzyTyxT RRZXzxYVvRRZXzxYy    

= 1, for all ZXzx ),( . 

2.    Note that 0),(),,(
21

yxTyxT RR for all YXVUyx ),(  and 

ZYWVzy ),( . 

We consider  

)]},(),,([{minmax),(
2121 ),( zyTyxTzxT RRZXWUzxVyRR o  

For all ZXWUzx ),( , it exists )(xRx R so YXVUvx ),(  and 

0),(
1

vxTR  

For all Vv .  Similarly, it exists )(zRz R  so ZYWVvx ),(  and 0),(
2

zvTR , 

for all Vv . 

Hence 0)],(),,([min
21),(  zvTvxT RRZXzx , for all ZXWUzx ),( . 

3.  We must prove 

1)]},(),,({min[max0
21

  yxTyxT RRvy , for all ZXZX  . 

Since ZXzx ),(  then atleast exist )(XRXx
UR or )(ZRZz

WR . 

 So that 1)],(),,(min[
21

zyTyxT RR , for all Yy . 

 0n the other hand, 0),(),(
21

 zvTvxT RR , for all ZXWUzx ),(  and Vv  

21 RR o
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 then we have 1)],(),,(min[0
21

 zyTyxT RR for all ZXZXzx ),(  and Yy . 

Hence, we have 1)]},(),,({min[max0
21

  yxTyxT RRvy or 1),(0
21

 zxT RR o  for all 

ZXZXzx ),( . 

Similarly we can prove 

1)]},(),,({min[max0
21

  yxIyxI RRvy or 1),(0
21

 zxI RR o  for all 

ZXZXzx ),( . 

1)]},(),,({max[min0
21

  yxFyxF RRvy or 1),(0
21

 zxF RR o  for all 

ZXZXzx ),( . 

Proposition 4. 3: Let 
',,, WWVU  be the universe sets are rough neutrosophic relations on 

',, WWWVVU   based on ',, ZZZYYX   respectively. Then 

)()( 321321 RRRRRR oooo  . 

Proof. 

For all ',,, WtWzVyUx  , we have 

 ),(
)( 32

1
txT

RRR oo
)]},(),,({min[max

321
tyTyxT RRRVy o  

                                 )]}}},(),,({min[max),,({min[max
321

tzTzyTyxT RRWZRVy   

                                )]}}},(),,({min[{min{maxmax
32

tzTzyT RRVyWZ   

                                )]},(),,({min[max
321

tyTyxT RRRWZ o  

                                ),(
321 )( txT RRR oo  

Similarly, 

),(
)( 32

1
txI

RRR oo
),(

321 )( txI RRR oo . 

),(
)( 32

1
txF

RRR oo
),(

321 )( txF RRR oo . 

We note that 1221 RRRR oo  , because the composition of two rough neutrosophic relations 

21, RR exists but the composition of two rough neutrosophic relations 12 , RR does not exist 

necessarily. 

5. INVERSE ROUGH NEUTROSOPHIC RELATION  

Let X  and Y  be the two rough neutrosophic sets on U andV , respectively. VUR   is a rough 

neutrosophic  relation on VU  based on YX   . Then we define UVR 1 is a rough 

neutrosophic relation on  UV   based on XY  as following: 

),(),(1 yxTxyT RR
 , ),(),(1 yxIxyI RR

 and ),(),(1 yxFxyF RR
  for all UVyx ),( . 

Definition 5.1: The relation 1R is called the inverse rough neutrosophic relation of R . 

Proposition 5.2:  

(i) RR  11)( . 

(ii) Let 21,RR  be two rough neutrosophic relations on WVVU  ,  based on 

ZYYX  , , respectively. Then 
1

1

1

2

1

21 )(
  RRRR oo . 

Proof. 

(i)  1),(),(),( 111)(
  yxTxyTyxT RRR

, for all YXyx ),(  
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0),(),(),( 111)(
  yxTxyTyxT RRR

, for all YXVUyx ),( . 

1),(),(),(0 111)(
  yxTxyTyxT RRR

 

It means RR  11)( . 

(ii) For all WzVyUx  ,, , we have  

),(),( )()( 21
1

21

zxTxzT RRRR oo
  

)]},(),,,({min[max
21

zyTyxT RRUy  

)]},(),,,({min[max
11

12
xyTyzT RRUy



  

),(1
1

1
2

xzT
RR


o

 

That means
1

1

1

2

1

21 )(
  RRRR oo . 

Similarly we can prove for indeterminacy and falsity functions. 

In the same way, the representation of neutrosphic relation , we can represent the rough 

neutrosophic relation R  by using matrix )(RM . So that, the inverse rough neutrosphic relation 

1R of rough neutrosphic relation R by using matrix tRM )( , it is the transposition of the matrix 

)(RM . 

Example 5.3 

Consider the Example 3.5, 

we define a rough neutrosophic relation R  by a matrix: 

M(R) =



















00000

)5.0,5.0,5.0(0)0,1,1()5.0,5.0,5.0(0

00000

)5.0,5.0,5.0(0)0,1,1()5.0,5.0,5.0(0

 

Then  
1R is an inverse rough neutrosophic relation of R , it is represented by using matrix  

)( 1RM =
tRM )( =   



















)1,0,0()1,0,0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()5.0,5.0,5.0(

)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)1,0,0()1,0,0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()5.0,5.0,5.0(

)1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

 

6. THE REFLEXIVE, SYMMETRIC, TRANSITIVE ROUGH NEUTROSOPHIC RELATION  

In this section, we consider some properties of rough neutrosophic relation on a set, such as 

reflexive, symmetric, transitive properties. 

Let ),( RU be a crisp approximation space and X  is a rough neutrosophic set on ),( RU . We 

consider rough neutrosophic relation in Definition 3.1 in the case RRRVU VU  , , and YX   

. From here onwards, the rough neutrosophic relation R is called rough neutrosophic relation on 

),( RU based on the rough neutrosophic set X . 

Definition 6.1: The rough neutrosophic relation R is said to be reflexive rough neutrosophic relation 

if 1),( xxTR , 1),( xxIR , 0),( xxFR  for all ..),( UUxx   

Proposition 6.2: Let 21,RR  be two rough neutrosophic relation on U  based X . If 21,RR are the 

reflexive rough neutrosophic relations then also 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR o also. 

Proof: 
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 If 21,RR are the reflexive rough neutrosophic relations then 1),(),,(
21

xxTxxT RR for all  

0)(,),(  xTUUxx X . We have 

1)},(),,(min{),(
2121

 xxTxxTxxT RRRR  for all 0)(,),(  xTUUxx X and 21 RR   

is reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

1)},(),,(max{),(
2121

 xxTxxTxxT RRRR  for all 0)(,),(  xTUUxx X and 21 RR   

is reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

1),(),,(),(
2121

 xxTxxTxxT RRRR  for all 0)(,),(  xTUUxx X and 21 RR   

is reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

1),(),(),(),(),(
212121

 xxTxxTxxTxxTxxT RRRRRR for all 0)(,),(  xTUUxx X and 

21 RR  is reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

1)]},(),,({min[max),(
2121

  xxTxxTxxT RRUyRR o  for all 0)(,),(  xTUUxx X  and 21 RR o

is reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

Similarly we can prove for indeterminacy and falsity functions 

Definition 6.3: 

The rough neutrosophic relation R  is said to be α-reflexive rough neutrosophic relation where 

iUx Ri
  ][min  if  iiR yxT ),(  for all  Rii xyUUyx ][,),(   and  0)( xTX . 

Proposition 6.4: Let 21,RR  be two rough neutrosophic relation on based . If 21,RR are the α-

reflexive rough neutrosophic relations then 21 RR  , 21 RR  also. 

Proof: 

If 21,RR are the α-reflexive rough neutrosophic relations then  ),(),(
21

yxTyxT iRiR where 

iUx Ri
  ][min  if  iiRiR yxTyxT  ),(),(

21
 for all Rii xyUUyx ][,),(   and .0)( xTX  

We have  

 )},(),,(min{),(
2121

yxTyxTyxT iRiRiRR  

Where iUx Ri
  ][min if iiRiR yxTyxT  ),(),(

21
 for all Rii xyUUyx ][,),(  and 

0)( xTX  for all ,),( UUxx  0)( xTX  and 21 RR   α-reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

 )},(),,(max{),(
2121

yxTyxTyxT iRiRiRR  

Where iUx Ri
  ][min if iiRiR yxTyxT  ),(),(

21
 for all Rii xyUUyx ][,),(  and 

0)( xTX  for all ,),( UUxx  0)( xTX  and 21 RR   α-reflexive rough neutrosophic relation. 

Similarly we can prove for indeterminacy and falsity functions 

Definition 6.5: The rough neutrosophic relation R is said to be symmetric rough neutrosophic 

relation if ),(),( yxTyxT RR   for all .),( UUyxi   

Note: If R is a symmetric rough neutrosophic relation then matrix M(R) is a symmetric matrix. 

Proposition 6.6: Let 21,RR  be two rough neutrosophic relation on U  based X . If 21,RR are the 

symmetric rough neutrosophic relations then also 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR  , 21 RR o

also. 

Definition 6.7: The rough neutrosophic relation R  is said to be transitive rough neutrosophic 

relation if RRR o . 
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7.  SIMILARITY ROUGH NEUTROSOPHIC RELATION  

Definition 7.1: The rough neutrosophic relation R on U  based on the rough neutrosophic set X is 

called a similarity rough neutrosophic relation if it has the reflexive, symmetric, transitive.  

Definition 7.2: The rough neutrosophic relation R on U based on the rough neutrosophic set X is 

called a  α- similarity rough neutrosophic relation if it has the α-reflexive, symmetric, transitive.  

Now, we consider an illustration example. 

Example 7.3: We consider the decision system in Table 1. In which is the collection of condition 

attributes and is the decision attribute. 

Table 1 

U A B C D 

U1 (0.1,0.3,0.6) (0.2,0.5,0.3) (0.3,0.4,0.5) Y 

U2 (0.1,0.4,0.5) (0.3,0.4,0.3) (0.4,0.5,0.2) N 

U3 (0.2,0.4,0.4) (0.3,0.5,0.2) (0.5,0.8,0.6) Y 

U4 (0.2,0.7,0.1) (0.3,0.3,0.4) (0.5,0.3,0.3) Y 

U5 (0.6,0.4,0.1) (0.4,0.2,0.4) (0.3,0.9,0.1) N 

Let  R= IND(A, B, C) is an equivalence relation on U. (U, R) is a crisp approximation space. 

Let U={ U1, U2, U3, U4, U5} and (U, R) is a crisp approximation space and 

U/R={ U1 }{U2 }{U3, U4 }{U5}} 

We consider 

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)4.0,3.0,2.0(

U

)1.0,4.0,5.0(
F  is a neutrosphic set in U. 

We compute  

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(
)( FRV  

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(
)( FRV

 

We , )(FRV  )(FRV , so is  not a rough neutrosophic set on U. 

We consider 

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)1,5.0,5.0(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)4.0,3.0,2.0(

U

)1.0,4.0,5.0(
F  is a neutrosphic set in U. 

We compute  

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)1,5.0,5.0(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(
)( FRV  

54321 U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)1.0,6.0,7.0(
)( FRV  

It is easy that , )(FRV  )(FRV , so is a rough neutrosophic set on U. 

We can put  1),( 55 uuT
FR ; 1),( jiR uuT

F   , 
1),( 55 uuI

FR ; 1),( jiR uuI
F and 

0),( 55 uuF
FR ; 0),( jiR uuF

F
if and i,j= 1,2 and 1),(),,(),,(0  jiRjiRjiR uuFuuIuuT

FFF
 in 

the other cases.
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)( FRM =























)0,1,1(

)0,1,1()0,1,1(

)0,1,1()0,1,1(

54535251

4544434241

3534333231

252423

151413

rrrr

rrrrr

rrrrr

rrr

rrr

 

We have FR is a rough neutrosophic relation on U based on F. 

Consider  =
54321

2
U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

U

)0,1,1(
F  

54321

2
U

)0,1,1(

U

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

U

)5.0,5.0,5.0(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(
)( FRV  

54321

2
U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(

U

)0,1,1(
)( FRV  

= )(
2FRM =























)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

0)5.0,5.0,5.0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

0)5.0,5.0,5.0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

 

 
2FR is clearly the

2

1
- reflexive, symmetric rough neutrosophic relation. 

Also )(
22 FF RRM 























)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

0)5.0,5.0,5.0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

0)5.0,5.0,5.0()5.0,5.0,5.0()1,0,0()1,0,0(

)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

)0,1,1()1,0,0()1,0,0()0,1,1()0,1,1(

. 

It is obvious that  )()(
222 FFF RMRRM  then )(

2FRM is the transitive rough neutrosophic  

relation; so that, is a )(
2FRM

2

1
- similarity relation. 
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